Liste des codes ISIN des instruments prêtables au titre du PSPP au 23/12/2016 après la clôture

EU000A18YZ05
EU000A1G0A16
EU000A1G0A24
EU000A1G0A81
EU000A1G0A99
EU000A1G0A84
EU000A1G0AD0
EU000A1G0AJ7
EU000A1G0AK5
EU000A1G0AR0
EU000A1G0AT6
EU000A1G0AU4
EU000A1G0BB2
EU000A1G0BC0
EU000A1G0BF3
EU000A1G0BG1
EU000A1G0BH9
EU000A1G0BJ5
EU000A1G0BK3
EU000A1G0BL1
EU000A1G0BM9
EU000A1G0BN7
EU000A1G0BP2
EU000A1G0BQ0
EU000A1G0BR8
EU000A1G0DB8
EU000A1G0DC6
EU000A1G0DD4
EU000A1G0DE2
EU000A1G0DF9
EU000A1G0DG7
EU000A1G0DH5
EU000A1G0DJ1
EU000A1G1Q17
EU000A1G4DN5
EU000A1G6TV9
EU000A1GN002
EU000A1GV187
EU000A1GVJX6
EU000A1GVVF8
EU000A1HBXS7
EU000A1U9803
EU000A1U9811
EU000A1U9829
EU000A1U9845
EU000A1U9886
EU000A1U9894
EU000A1U98Z1
EU000A1U9902